ABSTRACT
create two different types of profile: an HMM for the template alignment, and a new type of profile for the input alignment. This second type of profile includes observed residue frequencies at each position plus the frequencies of observed gaps with all starting positions and lengths. The recursion relations are relatively complicated; we derive and state them in full in the Appendix. As expected, they reduce to the familiar Viterbi algorithm in the case where the input alignment contains exactly one sequence.
VALIDATION

Reference alignments
In earlier work (Edgar and Sjölander, 2003b) , we assessed the alignment accuracy of 23 different profile-profile scoring functions by comparing sequence alignments generated by those functions with 488 structural alignments from the FSSP database. We demonstrated improved accuracy of profile-profile over profile-sequence and sequence-sequence methods, but found no statistically significant difference between most of the scoring functions on this test set, which we call PP1. The PP1 dataset is composed of regions selected for a high degree of structural alignability in order to reduce possible ambiguities in the sequence alignment implied by a structural alignment. This was done by requiring the DALI structural alignment zscore to be ≥ 15, root-mean square distance (RMSD) to be ≤ 2.5Å and exact agreement between FSSP and the CE structural aligner (Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998 ) over a minimum of 50 consecutive positions. We speculate that these stringent criteria, which tend to limit the number of gapped positions, produced a test set for which the detection of weak sequence similarity is sufficient to produce high-quality alignments, making it relatively insensitive to possible performance differences between alignment methods and parameters. For the present work, we therefore designed a new test set based on criteria designed to include more structurally diverged proteins and hence more gaps. We call this new test set PP2. We selected pairs of sequences from the FSSP having ≤ 30% identity, DALI z-score ≥ 8 and ≤ 12, RMSD ≤ 3.5Å and alignment length ≥ 50. These criteria alone are sufficiently relaxed to allow matches between convergent folds and regions of similar secondary structure, so we additionally required that the two sequences were homologous according to the SCOP database (Murzin et al., 1995) . To reduce redundancy, these pairs were filtered so that no two sequences aligned to a common third sequence had greater than 30% identity. Finally, we selected 500 pairs at random from the remainder. We retained all positions considered alignable by FSSP (agreement with CE was not required, in contrast to PP1). These alignments can therefore be expected to contain regions upon which different structural aligners disagree, and within which consideration of probable homology rather than atom coordinates alone may produce some shifts (Cline, 2000) . We consider this a reasonable price to pay in an attempt to improve the sensitivity of the reference data and see no reason to suppose that our criteria might bias alignments in favor of one sequence-based method over another. Alignments were created by PSI-BLAST from a release of the NCBI non-redundant protein sequence database (Pruitt et al., 2003) downloaded in January 2003. We used blastpgp version 2.2.5 with options -h 5 -e 0.1, keeping only alignments produced by the final iteration.
Quality scores
We use three quality scores for comparing a test alignment with a reference alignment. Q Dev (the developer's score) is the number of correctly aligned pairs in the test alignment, t c , divided by the length of the reference alignment. This score has been used, for example, by Thompson et al. (1994) , who call it SP, Sauder et al. (2000) , who refer to it as f D , and Sadreyev and Grishin (2003) who call it Q developer . Q Mod (the modeler's score) is t c divided by the length of the test alignment; this is Sauder et al.' s f M , and Sadreyev and Grishin's Q modeler . Each of these scores is useful in some applications, but also has drawbacks. Q Dev does not penalize over-alignment (i.e., aligning residue pairs that are not structurally alignable); Q Mod does not penalize under-alignment. Neither gives credit for regions in the test alignment that are shifted by one or a few positions relative to the reference alignment; however, such regions may still be successfully used in homology modeling, and may even be more "correct" when probable homology is considered rather than atom coordinates alone. Cline et al. (2002) have proposed a score that is designed to address these issues; we call it Q Cline (the Cline score). It penalizes both over-and underalignment, and gives positive, although reduced, scores for positions with small shifts. Q Cline has a parameter ε that controls the range of shifts that get positive scores; following Cline et al. we set ε = 0.2. All three scores have a maximum value of one in the case of perfect agreement. Q Dev and Q Mod have a minimum of zero when no pairs are correctly aligned; Q Cline can achieve negative values when there are many large shifts.
Other profile-profile methods
COMPASS is readily available in binary form. Dr. Golan Yona kindly provided a binary version of prof_sim. CLUSTALW includes a profile-profile algorithm but was unable to process many of the alignments in our test set, apparently because its sequence weighting scheme requires that all pairs of sequences in a profile have at least one position in common (T. J. Gibson, personal communication). We were unable to obtain implementations of other published profile-profile methods.
COACH HMM estimation
HMM parameters were estimated from PSI-BLAST alignments as follows. Henikoff sequence weights were applied (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1994) , with the effective number of sequences estimated using an entropy method due to Kevin Karplus as described in (Edgar and Sjölander, 2003a) . A match state was created for each column. Match state emission distributions were computed using the Dirichlet mixture prior of Sjölander et al. (1996) . Transition distributions were computed using the default Dirichlet density prior in the HMMER package (Eddy, 2001) .
Alignment boundary conditions
COMPASS and prof_sim construct local alignments. At least one published profile-profile method (von Öhsen et al., 2003) is based on global alignment. In COACH we allow a choice of boundary conditions: local to both sequences, global to the HMM but local to the sequence (semi-global), and global to both sequences. For database searching, local alignments are often chosen; however semi-global searches are useful for domain recognition, and a requirement of global similarity may be more appropriate if functional inferences are to be made for a multi-domain protein. COACH requires that one alignment be chosen as the template and the other as the target. In the semi-global case, we choose the shorter profile as the template (we found weak evidence, not presented here, that this gives more accurate alignments). With other boundary conditions we found no feature of the alignments that predicted the better choice, including the log-odds scores relative to different null models, and therefore choose arbitrarily.
COACH local alignment options
Local alignment requires special consideration. Adding a match state to a sub-path always reduces its probability; it is therefore not possible to define local alignment by seeking the most probable sub-path. A common solution is to add terminal insert states before and after the end of the main model and to allow transitions from the N-terminal insert state into any match state and from any match state into the C-terminal insert state. Letters before the locally aligned region are emitted by the N-terminal inserter; letters following the region are emitted by the C-terminal inserter. The self-loop transition probability S of the terminal insert states controls the average length of a local alignment. If S is chosen to be the average M→M probability, then, on average, local alignments will be extended only if there is a positive match state score for the additional letter (because the cost of adding an additional match state is compensated by the reduced cost of making one less self-loop in the terminal insert state). However, this design may not be optimal for alignments of distant homologs because match state scores may be negative for residues that are plausible for a given position when sequence identity is low, causing a local alignment to be truncated. A simple heuristic to correct for this effect is to adjust S: reducing the terminal self-loop probability makes it more favorable to add match states to the local path, allowing weakly negative matches to extend the local alignment. A more rigorous approach would be to re-estimate match state probabilities for different degrees of divergence, e.g. as a function of sequence identity; however, this raises theoretical and practical issues beyond the scope of this report. COACH offers three alternatives for local alignment. (1) Set S=S Null , the self-loop probability in a simple null model consisting of a single insert state. S Null is chosen, following HMMER, such that the null model emits sequences of length 350, the approximate average length of a protein. S Null is larger than the typical M k →M k+1 probability, so this setting requires positive local match scores and can therefore be considered very conservative, tending to produce short alignments of high confidence. (2) Set S=S AvgMM , the average M k →M k+1 probability. With this setting, any non-negative match score will extend the alignment. (3) Set S=S Div , a value tuned to the estimated divergence of the two profiles by optimizing on training sets of different divergences. Moving from option (1) to (2) then (3) increases coverage (makes longer alignments) at the expense of higher error rates (over-alignment). Option (2) is roughly equivalent to introducing what we have previously called a center parameter (Edgar and Sjölander, 2003b) and Yona and Levitt (2002) have termed a shift, i.e. a constant value added to all match scores, having the effect of tuning the local alignment length. It should be emphasized that these issues with local alignment are found in most dynamic programming methods; they are not specific to COACH. Some profile HMM methods, e.g. SAM and HMMER, use approximate solutions with a pre-determined length bias. In BLAST, the choice of substitution matrix biases the length of the alignment; e.g., BLOSUM62 (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992) has fewer positive scores than BLOSUM30 and therefore tends to create shorter alignments.
Results
We aligned profiles (or sequences) derived from our reference sets PP1 and PP2 using COACH, prof_sim, COMPASS, PSI-BLAST and BLAST. The average quality scores of the resulting alignments are summarized in Table 1 . We find, in agreement with previous studies, that profile methods clearly out-perform BLAST, which uses primary sequence only. The improvements in score over BLAST are highly significant, as shown by the p-values in Table 2 . In most cases, profile-profile methods achieve higher scores than PSI-BLAST (a profile-sequence method), but a trade-off is now apparent. For example, the lowest error rate, i.e. best Q Mod average score, is obtained with COACH local S=S Null , at the expense of a coverage (Q Dev ) that is lower than PSI-BLAST. Similarly, the best Q Dev is always obtained by COACH semi-global, but at the cost of error rates that are higher than other choices. We observe similar rankings between the methods and similar trade-offs between coverage and error on both sets of reference alignments (PP1 and PP2). As expected, PP2 is much more challenging, with all methods producing much lower quality scores than on PP1.
Execution speed
The recursion relations for COACH are relatively complicated. However, the algorithm can be implemented efficiently, and the CPU time needed by COACH on our reference data was competitive with other methods. For example, COACH required only 8 minutes to complete PP2 on a 2 GHz Pentium 4 PC, including HMM parameter estimation and construction of input profiles, compared with 40 minutes for COMPASS. (Direct comparison with prof_sim is not possible as that method relies on profiles previously constructed by PSI-BLAST).
DISCUSSION
We have presented a new algorithm, COACH, which computes an optimal alignment of a multiple sequence alignment to a profile hidden Markov model. We showed that the Viterbi algorithm can be implemented with low complexity, despite difficulties related to gaps in columns emitted by insert states. COACH is the iterated step in SATCHMO, a multiple sequence alignment algorithm that was previously shown to produce alignments of comparable accuracy to CLUSTALW. The alignment accuracy of COACH was compared with two recent methods: Yona and Levitt's prof_sim, and Sadreyev and Grishin's COMPASS. Like COMPASS, but unlike prof_sim, COACH reduces to a method expected to work well in the case where one or both profiles are derived from a single sequence. Accuracy was assessed on two sets of reference alignments derived from the FSSP database. One set (PP1) was selected for a high degree of structural alignability, the other (PP2) for more diverged pairs of structures. Multiple alignments were generated from each selected FSSP sequence using PSI-BLAST, from which profiles were constructed. In agreement with previous studies, we find that profile methods are clearly superior to BLAST, and generally superior to PSI-BLAST. However, in the latter case, differences in performance are smaller, and vary according to parameter settings and the chosen measure of alignment quality. On both PP1 and PP2, on average, COACH gave the best coverage (with semi-global boundary conditions) and the fewest errors (with local boundary conditions and a suitably chosen null model). However, differences in quality score were not statistically significant in some cases. We conclude that COACH is competitive in accuracy and speed with other available profile-profile methods. We suggest that it is useful to have a choice of boundary conditions, and perhaps also a means to select increased coverage or reduced error rates when using local alignment.
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A. APPENDIX
A.1 Viterbi recursion relations
For brevity, we develop the Viterbi recursion relations for typical model nodes and typical columns without considering boundary cases at the beginning and end of the model and of the input alignment; these are easily determined for a given model architecture and are used, for example, to choose local versus global alignments. We use the following notation.
A
The input alignment, i.e., the alignment to be aligned to the HMM. 
(R, v)
Log-odds emission score of letter v in R.
π(R, i)
A most probable route that emits A{i} and assigns state R to column i.
The path of sequence s implied by π(R, i). σ(π s (R, i)) The log-odds score of π s .
Here, a log-odds score is bit score, i.e. log 2 (P) for a given probability P. We define:
This is the log-odds score of a most probable route that generates the input alignment through column i and assigns state R to that column. We define the leg score λ for column i given two states Q and R connected by an edge Q→R as:
where δ R = 1 if R is an emitter state, δ R = 0 otherwise. The leg score is the incremental cost of adding a QR leg to a most probable route. If λ(QR, i) can be calculated for all Q, R and i, this gives the Viterbi recursion relations:
The leg score can be expressed as an emission term ε and a transition term τ:
If R is a delete state, ε is zero, otherwise:
The transition score τ can be expressed as:
where qr s is the edge, if any, implied for sequence s by leg QR. If no edge is implied, t(qr s ) is understood to be zero. In many cases, qr s can be deduced from the leg type by looking at column i and the previous column i-1 to see if there is a gap or letter in those positions, as shown in Table 3 .
We define the following occupancy vectors over the input alignment. Values are the number of sequences that have the given contents in columns i and, if applicable, i-1.
Letter in column i.
Letter in columns i-1 and i.
Gaps in columns i-1 and i.
LG i
Letter in column i-1, gap in column i.
These vectors enable us to calculate τ(QR, i) for all leg types except those for which q=? in Table 3 . For example, by considering cases 1-4, it follows that:
Similarly,
We next consider the I k I k leg shown in Figure 4 . We assume that the I k state was entered via M k , and denote by C the first column assigned to the I k state. If there is a continuous series of gaps that extends exactly from column C to column i-1, as in Seq3, we can see that this implies an M k →I k edge. Given that we have a sequence exhibiting case 10, we know that there is a gap of length ≥ 1 that ends in column i-1. The edge type is determined by the length of that gap. Let c = i-C-1; then the possible scenarios are:
We now define the following gap matrices. Values in these matrices are the number of sequences that have the given type of gap. 
Given that we know that the insert state was entered via the match state and the column number C assigned to that leg, by considering cases 9 and 10 we can express the transition score as:
Now suppose that the insert state was entered via the delete state, as shown in Figure 5 . As this example illustrates, the scenarios are now:
The transition score is therefore:
We introduce two new dynamic programming matrices that track the leg entering a given insert state. N k [i] is the column number of the first column to be assigned to I k in π(R, i). S k [i] is the last state prior to I k in π(R, i). The recursion relations for these matrices depend on the leg type added in an iteration, as follows.
We can then calculate c as:
This gives us an O(1) calculation of τ(
The transition scores for the remaining legs types can be obtained through similar reasoning. We need to introduce one more gap matrix: BT [i, j] is the number of sequences with a gap that includes columns i and j. Note that for any three columns a, b, c such that a ≤ b ≤ c, the number of gaps that include a and b but not c is:
Also, the number of gaps that include b and c but not a is:
This leads to the following calculations for
We now have O(1) expressions for the transition scores of all leg types which, via Equations (3-6), give the recursion relations for the Viterbi algorithm.
BE can be constructed using the following procedure. Create an L×L matrix and initialize all entries to zero. Traverse each sequence in the input alignment from left to right, maintaining a counter c. If a position i contains a gap, add one to c; otherwise add one to BE i [c] and set c to zero. To construct BL, we start from its definition (20), which can be expressed as:
This implies the following recursion relation:
For BG, we can exploit the fact that the total number of gaps ending in column i is GL i-1 :
Rearranging,
Finally we can compute BT by applying Equation (26) to two consecutive columns:
A.2 Complexity
The time and space complexity of our Viterbi algorithm is O(L 2 ). Profile construction, both for the HMM and for the gap matrices and residue frequencies needed for the input alignment, can be accomplished in O(LN) time and O(L) space. Despite the formidable appearance of the recursion relations, the complexity is therefore comparable with traditional profile-profile alignment methods.
A.3 Unaligned regions
Columns in the input alignment may be marked as containing positions that are not alignable due to structural information, low score for those positions, or other evidence (Altschul, 1998; Edgar and Sjölander, 2003a) . Such columns should never be assigned to a match state-if they cannot be aligned to each other, they cannot be aligned to a profile position. We therefore require zero probability for such letters to be emitted by a match state, forcing unaligned columns to be assigned to insert states. It is advantageous to compress each unaligned region into a single column-like object that we call a pillar. We define a pillar to be either an aligned column or a maximal consecutive series of unaligned columns. Expressed in the form of pillars, an input alignment is transformed into a new data structure of equal or shorter length. The reduced length can significantly reduce memory use and speed due to the O(L 2 ) complexity of our Viterbi algorithm. If no regions are marked as unaligned, this transformation has no effect. It is straightforward to develop recursion relations for pillars similar to those we have derived here for columns. We start from two alignments, A and T. An HMM is estimated from T (top panel). In this example, we create a match state from each column (dotted arrows). A is then aligned to the HMM (middle panel) by assigning columns in A to emitter states in the model (solid arrows). The result is the output alignment C (bottom panel), in which columns of A and T are preserved intact. A column of gaps is inserted into T if one or more sequences in A visit an insert state; a column of gaps is inserted into A if all sequences visits a delete state. The first sequence in A, QDW, is a gapless sequence. It takes path D 1 →M 2 →I 2 →M 3 , which by definition is the route. The second sequence, Q-W, takes path D 1 →M 2 →M 3 . The path taken by a sequence is uniquely determined given the route and the location of gaps in that sequence as it appears in A. An optimal alignment is determined by finding a route that maximizes the probability of C, which is computed by multiplying the probabilities of the paths for each sequence in A. Figure 3 . Gap in a column assigned to an insert state. In this example, two consecutive columns i-1,i in the input alignment are assigned to insert state I k in the model. Seq1 has letters in both columns; this means that Seq1 must take a self-loop in that insert state. Seq2 has a gap in the first of these columns, which implies that Seq2 makes one less visit to the insert state than Seq1. Columns i-1,i thus imply an edge I k →I k for Seq1. However, it is not possible to deduce the edge induced for Seq2 without looking further back in the path. If column i-2 is assigned to I k , then a self-loop is also implied for Seq2. However, if column i-2 is assigned to M k , then an M k →I k edge is implied. A similar situation arises whenever a gap appears in a column assigned to an insert state, and presents a difficulty in developing the recursion relations. Route 
TABLES
Route ? → I k → I k Column i-2 i-1 i Seq1 S E Q Seq2 S - QRoute M k → I k → I k → Last leg I k → I k Column C i-1 i Edge implied by last leg Seq1 S K E - Q I k →I k Seq2 S - K - Q I k →I k Seq3 S - - - Q M k →I k Seq4 - - - - Q D k →I kD k → I k → I k → Last leg I k → I k Column C i-1 i Edge implied by last leg Seq1 S - K E - Q I k →I k Seq2 S - - K - Q I k →I k Seq3 S - - - - Q D k →I k Seq4 - - - - - Q D k →I k
